
 

 

This conversation tool is an online tool intended for use by a patient and clinician 

together in a clinical encounter in which they are discussing how to respond to 

the patient’s risk of stroke due to nonvalvular atrial fibrillation (AF). The tool is 

intended to provide a supportive structure and information that patient and 

clinician may draw on during clinical conversations in various settings e.g. 

primary care, emergency department, cardiology and other specialty practices.  

 

The tool begins by orienting patient and clinician to the conversation in which it 

will be used—the management of AF. The tool then moves to a CHA2DS2-VASc 

calculator that is used to review the medical situation with the patient. Based on 

the calculation, the tool then presents the patient’s current risk of stroke without 

anticoagulation over 5 years (default) or 1 year (optional) through a prose 

description of natural frequencies and a pictogram. This presentation works to 

develop an initial appreciation of the problem facing patient and clinician—the 

patient’s risk of stroke.  

Next, the patient’s risk of stroke with anticoagulation (without identifying a 

particular agent) is presented again through prose description and pictograph. 

This presentation works to introduce anticoagulation as an option, or hypothesis, 

for meeting the threat of AF.  

 

Patient and clinician can then make an initial appraisal of this hypothesis and if 

this appraisal suggests that anticoagulation is worth considering then the tool 

moves on to introduce two approaches to anticoagulation—Warfarin and Direct 

Anticoagulants.  

 

Whether and how to anticoagulate as an option or hypothesis is further tested in 

conversation with support from the tool through consideration of the practical 

issues involved in bringing anticoagulation into the patient’s life (issues of 

bleeding with anticoagulation, anticoagulation and INR testing in the patient’s 

routine, reversal of anticoagulation, cost, diet and other medications).  

 

 

These issues are presented through panels that compactly orient patient 

and clinician to the implications of the two approaches to anticoagulation. The 

issue of bleeding is supported through four levels of discussion—not all of which 

need be explored. The first level describes the bleeding events associated with 

anticoagulation ranging from bruising to the need for emergency treatment for 

life-threatening bleeding. As the latter is a very serious occurrence, the second 

level qualifies what this threat means. It does this through presentation of the 

increased occurrence with anticoagulation, for the average person (HAS-BLED 

2), of emergency treatment for bleeding through a prose description and a 

pictogram. The third level invites reflection on risk factors in the patient’s 

environment and activities. If warranted, a fourth level supports consideration of 

the patient medical factors that may affect the patient’s bleeding risk. This 

discussion may be handled through review of the HAS-BLED factors, or through 

use of the included HAS-BLED calculator to determine if the patient is at lower 

than average risk (HAS-BLED<2], average risk, or higher than average risk. 

 

The tool closes in the decision of whether to respond to this patient’s threat of 

stroke through anticoagulation or not, and if anticoagulation is selected, how 

anticoagulation will be brought into the patient’s life (Warfarin, or a direct 

anticoagulant). This final screen also contains an editable description of the 

decision for the medical record, along with the option to print a summary report 

of the discussion for the patient. 

 

Details on the full developmental process of the ANTICOAGULATION CHOICE 

conversation tool is described elsewhere. 

 






















